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UK brand FAMARA explores the 

fine balance of creating traditional  

women’s golfwear using contemporary  

designs,  via our stunning Signature  

and Heritage collections.   

 

About

“Our vision is to introduce luxury feminine 

apparel with adventurous styles and  

designs, using contemporary art & textured 

fabrics !”  

Liz Harwood - Owner



Inspired by everything we embrace in the creation of our luxury 

brand of ladies golf apparel. Steeped in history our new designs 

bring classic and timeless elegance with a hint of sass.  

When we play golf we want to feel good!  Pair this with one of our 

multiple choice of “skins” - our under shorts that turn any outfit 

into a golf outfit with their cheeky ball pocket in the leg. 

This slightly heavier weight golf dress, is structured enough to 

hold our curves, and slides over the hips with comfort.  Details 

include a classic kick pleat and useful ball pocket at the waist. 

Beautifully pairs with our sheer sleeve shirts to add an extra layer 

for the winter months!  

HERITAGE DRESS 
Available sizes: XS/S/M/L/XL

Style SKU: 
Material: 
Sizes: 
Wholesale Price: 
Retail Price: 
Colors:

901-44-L18
Recycled Polyester moisture wicking performance fabric
XS | S | M | L | XL
$ 85.00
$ 165.00
Navy In Stock Now  (Fuscia & Emerald available January 2023)

HERITAGE DRESS
Available sizes: XS/S/M/L/XL Model: Stella (72)

Height : 5’4”
Navy Heritage Dress
Blue Jacket (available January 2023) 

Heritage Collection  

www.famaragolf.com



Be the woman

The Argyle pattern is synonymous with Golf, initially introduced 

through our scottish ancestors, embraced by Pringle and made 

popular in the 1920’s.  

We thought it would be so much fun to combine this traditional 

design with our own contemporary artwork, creating a transition 

collection from Signature to Heritage and embracing all that we 

love about golf!  

This skirt has a sturdy contrasting elasticated waistband and two 

pockets at the hip line and simply pulls on!  Again pair this with 

some of our multi-coloured skins should you wish to! 

Heritage Collection  

HARLEQUIN SKIRT
Available sizes: XS/S/M/L/XL

HARLEQUIN SKIRT
Available sizes: XS/S/M/L/XL

Style SKU: 
Material: 
Sizes: 
Wholesale Price: 
Retail Price: 
Colors:

Model: Stella (72)
Height : 5’4”
Harlequin Skirt  
Fuscia Skins 
Heritage Cerise Polo Shirt

311-H1404-L19
Recycled Polyester moisture wicking performance fabric
XS | S | M | L | XL
$ 65.00
$ 130.00
Flamenco Harlequin  

www.famaragolf.com



As with our Harlequin skirt, we have combined the traditional  

Argyle pattern with our own contemporary artwork, creating a 

transition collection from Signature to Heritage and embracing all 

that we love about golf!  

Our striking slim fit shirt features our usual zip collar, contrasting  

coloured collar and the harlequin design for the body.   

Pair with a contrasting plain skort for a stunning outfit inspired by 

the history of our beloved game! 

Heritage Collection  

HARLEQUIN SHIRT
Available sizes: XS/S/M/L/XL

HARLEQUIN SHIRT
Available sizes: XS/S/M/L/XL

Style SKU : 
Material: 
Sizes: 
Wholesale Price: 
Retail Price: 
Colors:

102-H1404
Recycled Polyester moisture wicking performance fabric 
XS | S | M | L | XL
$ 58.00
$ 116.00
Flamenco Harlequin  

Model: Stella (72)
Height : 5’4”
Heritage Navy Skort with Harlequin Shorts 
Harlequin Polo Shirt 

www.famaragolf.com



Be the woman

FAMARA’S decision to push the boundaries of ladies golf wear 

meant that we were going to make some statements where we 

could.  We’ve taken the sleeveless polo to a new level with our  

signature collection’s vibrant colourways, and now for our  

HERITAGE collection we’re introducing textures. 

This lightweight sheer neckline sleeveless shirt has already 

wowed our customers, with it’s deliciously daring neckline. 

This will join our sheer long sleeved shirts as one of our classic 

staples - and remember you can wear our garments on and off 

the fairways! This one looks fabulous with jeans and sneakers! 

Heritage Collection  

SHEER NECKLINE SLEEVELESS 
SHIRT

Available sizes: XS/S/M/L/XL

SHEER NECKLINE SLEEVELESS SHIRT 
Available sizes: XS/S/M/L/XL

Style SKU : 

Material: 
Sizes: 
Wholesale Price: 
Retail Price: 
Colors:

101-44-MN (Navy)
101-22-MN (Mint)
Recycled Polyester moisture wicking performance fabric 
XS | S | M | L | XL
$ 55.00
$ 110.00
Navy & Mint

Model: Sarah (52) 
Height : 5’4”
Sheer Neckline Sleeveless Shirt 
Heritage Navy Skort with Harlequin Shorts
Lemon Showerproof Jacket   

www.famaragolf.com



Be the woman

The FAMARA slim fit shirt features our usual zip collar and comes  

in vibrant cerise created from luxury performance wicking fabric.  

Revisiting the tradtional polo, we’ve cut a wider collar and styled 

the body to create a more feminine fit. 

Worn snug this shirt flatters the female form, but size up to create 

a loose fit shirt that pairs beautifully over our sheer long sleeve 

shirts for a warmer layer.  

Try some of our harlequin pants, or this harlequin skirt for a  

striking outfit!  

Heritage Collection  

SHORT SLEEVE POLO 
SHIRT 

Available sizes: XS/S/M/L/XL

SHORT SLEEVE POLO SHIRT
Available sizes: XS/S/M/L/XL

Style SKU : 
Material: 
Sizes: 
Wholesale Price: 
Retail Price: 
Colors:

102-03-PN
Recycled Polyester moisture wicking performance fabric 
XS | S | M | L | XL
$ 58.00
$ 116.00
Cerise 

Model: Anelia (46)
Height : 5’3” 
Harlequin Skirt  
Fuscia Skins 
Heritage Cerise Polo Shirt
Aubergine Vest (Gilet)  
 

www.famaragolf.com



www.famaragolf.com

Be the woman

FAMARA’S decision to push the boundaries of ladies golf wear 

meant that we were going to make some statements where we 

could.  Our HERITAGE collection is all about  introducing textures.  

This lightweight sheer long sleeve shirt with contrasting cuff is 

adorable and is already one of our best sellers and it’s only just 

been launched!    

Check our social media posts, and the gallery at the end of this 

brochure to see how this pairs beautifully under our dresses,  

and Signature collection sleeveless art inspired shirts!

SHEER LONG SLEEVE SHIRT
Available sizes: XS/S/M/L/XL

SHEER LONG SLEEVE SHIRT 
Available sizes: XS/S/M/L/XL

Style SKU :

Material: 
Sizes: 
Wholesale Price: 
Retail Price: 
Colors:

103-10-NZM (White with Navy Zip and Navy Cuff )
103-10-ZM (White with White Zip and Navy cuff)
103-44-ZM (Navy with Navy Zip)
Recycled Polyester moisture wicking performance fabric
XS | S | M | L | XL
$ 61.00
$ 120.00
White with White Zip and Navy cuff | White with Navy Zip and Navy Cuff | Navy with Navy Zip

Model: Stella (72)
Height : 5’4” 
Blue Lagoon Skort (Available January 2023) 
White Sheer Long Sleeve Mid layer, with 
  Navy Cuff and Zip detail Heritage Collection  

www.famaragolf.com



Be the woman

FAMARA’S decision to push the boundaries of ladies golf  

wear meant that we were going to make some statements  

where we could.  Our HERITAGE collection is all about   

introducing textures. 

 

Our mid layer is a gorgeous buttery performance fabric, perfect 

for layering, and also just on it’s own.  Cosy, stylish and  

comfortable, what more can you ask of a mid-layer! 

LOOSE FIT MID LAYER SHIRT
Available sizes: XS/S/M/L/XL

LOOSE FIT MID LAYER SHIRT  
Available sizes: XS/S/M/L/XL

Style SKU : 
Material: 
Sizes: 
Wholesale Price: 
Retail Price: 
Colors:

103-08-T
Recycled Polyester moisture wicking performance fabric
XS | S | M | L | XL
$ 63.00
$ 126.00
Pomegranate

Model: Sarah (52)
Height : 5’4” 
Pomegranate Long Sleeve Mid Layer
Flamenco Skort with pocket

 

Heritage Collection  

www.famaragolf.com



Be the woman

Probably our boldest statement yet!  

There’s nothing subtle about these gorgeous structured pedal 

pusher pants. The fabric is exceptional and they hug your hips in 

all the right places. Once again using our unique harlequin design 

inspired by the Argyle print that is synonymous with golf.  

Are you brave enough?  Paired here with our sheer long sleeve 

navy mid-layer. What an impact! 

HARLEQUIN PEDAL PUSHER
Available sizes: XS/S/M/L/XL

HARLEQUIN PEDAL PUSHER  
Available sizes: XS/S/M/L/XL

Style SKU : 
Material: 
Sizes: 
Wholesale Price: 
Retail Price: 
Colors:

501-H1303-PP
Recycled Polyester moisture wicking performance fabric
XS | S | M | L | XL
$ 65.00
$ 130.00
Pause & Reflect Harlequin

Model: Katie (40)
Height : 5’3” 
Navy Sheer Long Sleeve Mid Layer
Harlequin Pause & Reflect Pedal Pushers

 

Heritage Collection  

www.famaragolf.com



Be the woman

FAMARA’s ethos is clear - we want to build relationships with  

our customers and our stockists and extend our knowledge of 

what women want from their golf apparel.   

We proudly appeared in Golf Monthly as best golf Skort  

in 2022 and decided to further improve the design! So  

now here we are! A slightly longer line A-Line skort offering  

further comfort on the fairways and, responding to requests,  

we now feature an outer pocket for balls and tees.  

 

A-LINE SKORT REVISITED
Available sizes: XS/S/M/L/XL

A-LINE SKORT REVISITED PAUSE & REFLECT
Available sizes: XS/S/M/L/XL
Style SKU : 
Material: 
Sizes: 
Wholesale Price Shirt: 
Retail Price: 
Wholesale Price Skort: 
Retail Price: 
Colours:

401-1303-L19
Recycled Polyester moisture wicking performance fabric
XS | S | M | L | XL
$ 61.00 
$ 120.00
$ 65.00
$ 130.00
Pause & Reflect, Flamenco, Black Orchid

Model: Suzie (38)
Height : 5’6” 
Pause & Reflect Sleeveless Shirt
Pause & Reflect Skort with pocket
 

Signature Collection  

www.famaragolf.com



Be the woman

FAMARA’s ethos is clear - we want to build relationships with  

our customers and our stockists and extend our knowledge of 

what women want from their golf apparel.   

We proudly appeared in Golf Monthly as best golf Skort  

in 2022 and decided to further improve the design! So  

now here we are! A slightly longer line A-Line skort offering  

further comfort on the fairways and, responding to requests,  

we now feature an outer pocket for balls and tees.  

A-LINE SKORT REVISITED
Available sizes: XS/S/M/L/XL

A-LINE SKORT REVISITED 
Available sizes: XS/S/M/L/XL
Style SKU : 
Material: 
Sizes: 
Wholesale Price Shirt: 
Retail Price: 
Wholesale Price Skort: 
Retail Price: 
Colours:

401-1404-L19
Recycled Polyester moisture wicking performance fabric
XS | S | M | L | XL
$ 61.00 
$ 120.00
$ 65.00
$ 130.00
Pause & Reflect, Flamenco, Black Orchid

Model: Sarah (52)
Height : 5’4” 
Flamenco Sleeveless Shirt   
Flamenco Skort with pocket

 

Signature Collection  

www.famaragolf.com



We decided early on, that as a new season came on, we’d not lose 

our old favourites. Women often want to revisit a garment they 

loved or add something new to freshen up a much loved outfit!

So, we listened again and kept our focus on building our  

collections so that they complement one another. Heritage can be 

worn with Signature pieces and the transitions of our  

Harlequin designs make this even more possible. So don’t be  

surprised when some of our collections merge in a photoshoot - 

just like these!  

Black Orchid - doing it in style!

CLASSIC SIGNATURE
Available sizes: XS/S/M/L/XL

Style SKU

Material: 
Sizes: 
Wholesale Price Shirt: 
Retail Price: 
Wholesale Price Skort: 
Retail Price: 
Colours :

SLEEVELESS SHIRT 101-1202-01
SIGNATURE ALINE SKORT 401-1202-01 
Recycled Polyester moisture wicking performance fabric
XS | S | M | L | XL
$ 61.00 
$ 120.00
$ 65.00
$ 130.00
Pause & Reflect, Flamenco, Black Orchid

Model: Anelia (46)
Height : 5’3” 
Black Orchid Sleeveless Shirt 
Black Orchid Skort 

 

SLEEVELESS SHIRT & SKORT
Available sizes: XS/S/M/L/X

Signature Collection  
www.famaragolf.com



We had such success with our showerproof jackets that we  

decided to bring out some new colours! Here in the UK we are 

used to the cold weather and so know a thing or two about lay-

ering! These fleece-lined, lightweight jackets are awesome in the 

wet weather, or just to protect you from the wind.

There are plenty of pockets for practicality and the contrasting 

cuff and zip detail add style. Our customers loved them so much - 

we’ve introduced the vests/gilets!

OUTERWEAR 
Available sizes: XS/S/M/L/XL

SHOWERPROOF JACKET  

Style SKU: 

Sizes: 
Wholesale Price: 
Retail Price: 
Colors:

801-09 Lime  
801-58 Lemon
801-70 Aubergine
801-10 White
XS | S | M | L | XL
$80 .00
$160.00
Lime, Lemon, Aubergine, Charcoal, 
Red, White  

SHOWERPROOF VEST/GILET

Style SKU: 
 

Sizes: 
Wholesale Price: 
Retail Price: 
Colors:

802-09 Lime
802-58 Lemon 
802-70 Aubergine
802-10 White
XS | S | M | L | XL
$80.00
$160.00
Lime, Lemon, Aubergine, Charcoal, 
Red, White 

Aubergine Vest/Gilet Lime Vest/Gilet Lemon Jacket

White Jacket

Signature Collection  

www.famaragolf.com



What can we tell you about layering? Well to us it is the ultimate in 

building your own style.  One garment on it’s own can look  

fabulous but if layered time and time again the result can be  

inspirational!  Try any of our outfits and we can layer you up with 

more and more ideas - check our our social pages for some! 

Here Anelia demonstrates the variation of layers that we can piece 

together from our signature sleeveless shirt and skort, adding the  

Heritage mid-layer with navy zip and a vest.  

Re-think your style with FAMARA! 

LOVE TO LAYER  

LAYERS

 A LITTLE BIT ABOUT LAYERING  . . .

Layer 1: 
Pause & Reflect Skort 
White Midlayer with Navy Zip

Layer 2: 
Pause & Reflect Skort 
White Midlayer with Navy Zip
Lime Vest/Gilet 

HERITAGE SHEER SLEEVE MID LAYER
ALINE PAUSE & REFLECT SKORT
LIME VEST 
SIGNATURE SLEEVELESS SHIRT 

Layer 3: 
Pause & Reflect Skort 
White Midlayer with Navy Zip 
Sleeveless Pause & Reflect Shirt 

www.famaragolf.com


